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In Boushahri art gallery in Salmiyah the Dutch expressionist artist held her exhibition 
‘Memories’ 

!
We were inspired by the title of the exhibition and asked the gallery goers about 
memories engraved in their hearts and souls. Memories kept vivid no matter how 
much time has passed. Some might evoke diamonds and personal possessions they 
inherited from a parent. Or even, clothes they kept since the days of their youth or 
memories resembling an old film from the past.  

AL RAI interviewed the people met in the gallery and asked them to go on a journey 
in time to dig out their memories.  

Mr Willem Bronkhorst, the advisor to the Dutch embassy in Kuwait, stated that the 
title of the exhibition reminded him of the gallery he owned in the Netherlands. It was 
the place where he met his wife and lifetime partner. This place was the reason they 
eventually tied the knot.  

His wife Mrs Sabine Bronkhorst who is very interested in art said that the memory 
that will never fade was her first bike when she was fourteen. It was a present from 
her father; her twin brother also received one. “They were both overjoyed and spent 
the following days playing in the forests and nearby parks. We would never get tired 
from going out with our friends riding the bikes”. Sabine also pointed at the ring 
decorating her finger and said “this was the first present I received from my husband 
for my twenty seventh birthday. I am still very proud of it, I show it off at every 
occasion and it is to my senses the dearest memory to my heart”.  

Sabine enumerated also a number of memories that linked her to Kuwait. Of those 
her favourite Lebanese cuisine that she first tried in Kuwait. 

Ms Futuh, the gallery owner’s wife, mentioned that the most treasured memory was 
the day her husband took her to the United States thirty years ago when he was still 
a student. They stayed in the United States for two years. For her, it was a wonderful 
experience for a girl as young as she was at the time. She added, “I acquired a lot of 
experience during these two years, the society was very open and a fertile ground for 
creativity. The gallery was nothing but one of these visions that we thought about and 
which only materialised once we came back to our beloved country Kuwait. One of 
the things that I kept from my late mother is a pair of glasses she used to wear. I feel 
that they are haunted by this unbelievable spiritual energy that they give me every 
time I wear them. I also remember all the good times we spent together. I take good 
care of my mother’s glasses, I clean them regularly to feel her presence and be able 



to reach out to touch her. My mother’s prayer mat is another object that I keep, along 
with her beautiful favourite black dress.”  

Futuh Boushahri added that these three objects she inherited from her mother were 
her most valuable possessions and the dearest to her heart. Another valuable piece 
of jewellery she inherited from her mother was the traditional pearl bracelet that is so 
scarce nowadays that one could say it is almost not produced anymore. The pearls 
are pure Kuwaiti pearls fished in the clear seas of the old Kuwait, prior to the 
discovery of oil. Her mother used to wear it to special occasions like engagement and 
wedding parties, because it was and is still considered a masterpiece in the world of 
jewellery. It was a mother’s wedding present to her daughter. 

Interior designer and teacher at the High Institute of Art Sheikha Sanan revealed the 
most precious memory to her heart. She still keeps a ring she once bought for its 
design and beautifully engraved black stone. “I was drawn by its artistic value rather 
than its material value and this is what grabs my attention in anything I intend to 
possess. I love artefacts because they are the outcome of human effort and 
creativity”. “This ring” and she showed it to us on her thin finger, “does not resemble 
any other no matter how similar the material used or the stones or even the 
calligraphy, this ring is still unique in its style and this is what I love about it”.  

The Sheikha still has her wedding dress that goes back to the time when she was as 
slender as a twig; today she longs to go back to the figure she had when she was 
engaged. She also remembers that all her children’s birthdays are in January. 

As for the impressionist artist Nourah Abd el Hadi, she was last but not least in this 
reportage as she said the most valuable memory was a coat “I once got from my 
mother, I show it off at every occasion; it is a vintage. It is trendy, classy and lavish 
like no other”. 
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Bronkhorst: “I have my own gallery in the Netherlands; it is where I met my 
wife and lifetime partner.”  

Sabine: “a very vivid memory is my first bicycle when I was fourteen”  

Futuh Boushahri: “I still have my mother’s glasses and her praying mat and 
pearl bracelet.”  

Sheikha Sanan: “My most valuable possession is my wedding dress and a ring 
with a black stone.”  

Nourah Abd el Hadi: “My mother’s coat is lavish and is my most valuable 
possession.”  


